
DISCUSSING THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION IN NURSING

Effective communication is an important part of nursing may extend the time needed to have a thorough discussion of
the issue at hand.

General area of issue. Athens:  Assertive communication The skill of assertiveness is important to nurses.
Offer factual information. Date and sign the message [ 17 ]. A key element is the need for a peaceful
environment with no external distractions, which will ensure appropriate confidentiality of the dialogue.
Communicators often participate simultaneously sending, receiving and interpreting. Diamantopoulou E.
Success in each of these areas largely depends on communicating with others. It is not only based on an innate
ability that varies from person to person, but also on the necessary training and experience that one acquires
during exercise  Nurses must also be mindful of the location in which these interactions occur.
Communication in medical education. The way in which the pone is answered and a message is interpreted
needs special skills because the body language of the person at the other end of the phone line cannot be seen.
While the significance of verbal communication is well understood, the necessity to use clear and concise
written communication is often underestimated. Is it consistent and predictable? Due to the important clinical,
emotional and psychological benefits for nurses and patients, many online RN to BSN programs are now
incorporating communication training into their curricula. For example, patients may be hesitant, nervous,
upset or otherwise incapacitated, which may extend the time needed to have a thorough discussion of the issue
at hand. This will happen if the conversation is held in appropriate conditions. For example, the Houston
Chronicle says a nurse who looks at the time or makes little eye contact when talking may indicate a lack of
interest. Others want a specific explanation for everything that happens to them. This could be done by using
an explanation, empathy for the listener, and praise for the listener, an apology for the consequence for the
listener or a compromise that is favorable to both people. Understand Cultural Differences The United States
Census Bureau estimates that the nation will become markedly more ethnically and racially diverse by 
Maintaining a low-authority profile The nurse must strive to maintain a low-authority profile at the beginning
of the conversation. Nurses should allow sufficient time for each patient interaction. Medical devices Today,
even medical devices can have communications technology embedded in them. Is it resilient â€” if the process
fails in one part of the system can another part recover the error? The language of communication should
therefore be at the level of the listener, who is not able to assess our scientific knowledge, but has to
understand what we are telling him  For example, items like asthma smart inhalers can remind patients and
caregivers when they should be taken by lighting up, and can even record the quality of each dose taken and
report back to nurses to ensure medication compliance. Technology must not be treated as a tool for providing
a shortcut to skipping essential tasks, but should instead be used to support nurses in completing their vital
work. Kallergis G. Barbounaki;  Some expect or require patient listening, without caring much about the
answers. Exploring contextual factors of the nurse-patient relationship: A qualitative study. Abstract Good
communication between nurses and patients is essential for the successful outcome of individualized nursing
care of each patient. Yet their greatest challenge â€” and perhaps most vital task â€” is communication. Acad
Emerg Med.


